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FOR SALE

#One of a Kind Resort Style Property
on 83+ Acres 
Price:  USD 2,199,999

Location:  Cayo District

MLS Number: R102104SI

Lot size:  83.00 Acre

Presenting an exceptional opportunity in Belize's thriving tourism
sector: A world of unparalleled natural beauty and serenity, where
self-sufficiency meets luxury. This one-of-a-kind property in Belize,
spread across a breathtaking expanse of over 90 acres, is now
available for purchase. Nestled close to the bustling tourist hub of
San Ignacio in the Cayo District, this resort-style estate offers a rare
blend of privacy, comfort, and adventure.This sprawling property
has twelve charming riverside cabanas and features a grand,
hacienda-style main house and a manager's apartment. The
property boasts a full-service bar and restaurant complete with a
commercial-grade kitchen, ensuring the highest standard of dining
experiences.This resort isn't just about accommodation; it is about
creating unforgettable experiences. A private chapel provides an
enchanting venue for weddings and gatherings, while a
meticulously landscaped pool offers a tranquil oasis. An observation
tower allows for fascinating bird-watching experiences, and a
private boat dock facilitates easy river access.Its location, poised
near the enchanting Xunantunich ruins, allows guests to embark on
foot or horseback explorations right from their doorstep. This
property, once heralded as "THE MOST BEAUTIFUL RESORT IN THE
WORLD" has been tastefully renovated by the current owners to
enhance its existing allure while preserving its authentic charm.The
sale includes:A generously-sized ferry equipped with nearly new
motors A functional motorized boatA scenic canoeA well-
maintained Ford F-150 pickup truck.Additionally, the property
features a secure, fenced parking lot conveniently located on the
town side for guests and company vehicles.Seize this unmatched
opportunity to make this award-winning resort your next
investment. The potential is boundless whether you envision it as a
bustling tourist destination, a serene wellness retreat, or a private
paradise for family and friends.Contact us today for more
information and embark on a journey to owning a remarkable piece
of Belizean paradise.
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